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Abstract 
In this paper and its sequel we give results and methods for evaluating the Nielsen type numbers 
N@,, (f) and NP,, (f) for periodic points of self maps f of nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds (which 
includes the Klein bottle). Using fibre space techniques we relate these numbers to the various 
ordinary Nielsen numbers N(f”“) of the mth iterate (for mln), and thus capitalize on known 
techniques for our calculations. In this first paper we deal with the specific situation where for 
each mln either N(f”) = R(f”“) (the Reidemeister number of fm) or N(f”) = 0. In fact this 
is the vast majority of cases. In the case where N(f”) = R(f”) we derive the simple formula 
N@),(f) = N(f’“) for all m,ln. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Nielsen numbers; Periodic points; Nilmanifolds; Solvmanifolds 
AMS classijication: 55M20 
1. Introduction 
The use of fibre techniques has been applied successfully to the computation of the 
ordinary Nielsen number of self maps of compact nilmanifolds (homogeneous spaces of 
nilpotent Lie groups) and compact solvmanifolds (homogeneous spaces of solvable Lie 
groups). We point the reader to [4] respectively [18,20,23] for these results. 
In this paper and its sequel we give a number of theorems that allow us to calculate the 
Nielsen type numbers N@,(f) and NP,(f) (see [15,13,14]) for periodic points of self 
maps f on all nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds. Our aim in the two papers is to reduce 
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these numbers for such spaces to formulae or algorithms involving the ordinary Nielsen 
numbers N(f”) f or mln, thus capitalizing on known techniques for their calculation. 
Let MQTL(f) = min{#@(g”) 1 g - f} where for y: X + X, @p(g) = {Z E X 1 
g(z) = z}: and let MI’,(f) d enote the least number of periodic points of period exactly 
n of any map g homotopic to f. The numbers IV@,, (f) and NE’,(P) are homotopy 
invariants of f which provide lower bounds for M@,,(f) and MI’,(f) respectively. 
Unlike the eorialiW N(f) = min{#@,!,o) I g N --l-----i f> which has been proved under very 
mild conditions for the ordinary Nielsen number, we do not know to quite the same 
extent just when the lower bound of the periodic numbers is sharp. According to an 
unpublished result of Halpern (quoted but not proved in [15]) similar mild conditions 
are required to prove, for fixed n, that NQi, (f) = A[@,( f) and NP, (f) = MP, (f). 
Wong in [24] has given a sketch of a plausible proof for all manifolds of suitably high 
dimension. You in [28] has given a rigorous proof for all maps on the torus. (This is 
an improvement on the partial results of [27].) Thus it should follow from the inductive 
fibre techniques of [4,16,17] for most maps on nil and solvmanifolds as well. (See [ 171 
for a discussion as to when the result is still uncertain.) 
It seems to he a common mistake (i:e:_ !6,7]) to think that NQjn(f) always coincides ._ __ _. 
with N(fn) (see [13,15] for an example where N@,,(f) > N(f”), and [14] for a 
number of inadequate candidates for N@,,,(f) which provide insight as to the appropriate 
definition for this number). There are cases, however, when this oversimplification (and 
a similar one for NP,(f)) IS correct. For example, it is true for tori when L(fn) # 0 
(see [13,14]). The task of our two papers is mainly to delineate for which maps on 
nil and solvmanifolds this also holds, and to develop techniques of calculation when it 
does not. The proofs in [ 13,141 made heavy use of the Jiang condition, and the eventual 
commutativity of the homomorphisms on the fundamental groups of the spaces involved. 
Because both of these conditions are absent in our present situation, our task is not at all 
<trai~htforward. __.-_(?____-. ..-_-. 
The following definition is weaker than the Jiang condition, but like the Jiang condition 
it insures “feast or famine”. That is that the Nielsen classes are either all essential or are 
all inessential. The symbol R(f) will denote the cardinality of the set of Reidemeister 
classes of f (this can be x). 
Definition 1.1. We say that a map S :X + X is weakly Jiang provided that either 
N(f) = 0 or else N(f) = R(f). 
As we shall see any map on a nil or n/R solvmanifold (see [ 181 or Section 3 for a 
description of NR solvmanifolds, a large class which includes all exponential solvman- 
ifolds) is weakly Jiang, as well as “most” maps on solvmanifolds (see Corollaries 4.24 
and 4.26). The following theorem gives the essence of one of the two main results in 
this first paper. 
Theorem 1.2. Let f : X + X be u self mup o$a nilmanifold or N‘R solvmunifold, or 
if X is an urbitrury solvmunifold suppose that f n, is weakly Jiung. Suppose furthermore 
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that N(fn) # 0. Then for all mln 
N@7x(f) = NV”) and NP,(f) = c (-l)#‘N(f”:‘) 
TCP(rrL) 
where p(m) denotes the set of prime divisors of m and m : r = m &,_ p-‘. 
The thac.,.om ;e nr\+ tr,,n ;f RTIfTL\ - Cl I ‘-00 C1m-t;,3” < ?\ ckr c‘W.0n/i -0;” thenrom 
ll,C LIIL-“IClll ,a ll”L CIUL II 1. \J , - ” \cibti Ub~II”LI J./A,. vu, ObL”IILJ 111ULI1 LIIb”ILx‘IL) 
Theorem 5.8, (which cannot be stated quite so simply) will describe what happens in 
this case. 
The power and scope of the formulae in Theorems 1.2 and 5.8, are perhaps best il- 
lustrated by comparing them with previously known results on nil and solvmanifolds.’ 
Under strong conditions for nilmanifolds and for R a prime power, mostly estimates (i.e., 
not actual calculations) are given for N@,(f) and N&(f) in [25] (see Corollary 5.2 
and the remarks which precede it for more details). For periodic point numbers on non- 
nilmanifold solvmanifolds we know only the unpublished work of Halpern on the Klein 
bottle [7], and as we have mentioned, this was based on an inadequate definition. Never- 
the1ac.o mrrrt Ih..t c.0 ..,a mhc.11 C.PP m-t oil\ nf Uolr\.xm’r .ae.,lto that ATcF, lf\ - hTlfn\ nn 1,,~;1L33 lll”3L (““L a3 WL 31,cLll 3LL ll”C Ull, “1 1lUll-‘LLll J IbJUIIJ LllaL i” Tn(J ) - iv \J , “11 
the Klein bottle are true. In this first paper we confirm the results of Halpern that are true, 
and in the sequel [ 1 l] we correct those that are not (see also the announcement of this pa- 
per and its sequel in [lo]). In [ 1 l] we will show that even in the case of nonweakly Jiang 
maps, the numbers NsP, (f ) and NE’, (f) can be computed from concrete finite step algo- 
rithms and that often certain number theoretic “coincidences” allow for actual formulas. 
In order to prove our two main theorems (which generalize two of those essentially 
intended for tori in [ 13,141) it is necessary to replace the Jiang condition and the eventual 
commutativity condition by a number of basic properties which the essential classes of 
maps and their iterates will satisfy on nil and solvmanifolds (see Section 4). We are able 
tr\ .r,Gfxr thaoo nrr\r\nrt;ea h., tha ,,PP of fihro tm-hn;n>,er Th;e ic m.acl~ nncc;hle h., tha f,>rt L” “ti,UJ LIIbLIcI ~l”ybIcI~IJ “J CL&b UDC “I LI”Ib ICI\/‘IIIIyUba. l,llJ 1.2 ll,UUL. ~“.>ci,“I.4 “J &,I& IUbL 
that these spaces have canonical fibration factorizations of a particularly simple type, in 
which the fibres and base space are simpler to study, and for which any self map f can 
be realized, up to homotopy, as a fibre preserving map. In fact, any nil or solvmanifold 
can be factored as a finite tower of such fibrations in which the initial stage consists 
of tori in both fibre and base. We are thus able to use an induction argument to prove 
the required properties from the similar properties for tori already given in [ 13,141 but 
proved using different methods and criteria. 
It is this same fibration factorization property, and the simplicity of the fibrations in- 
volved, that allow for the computability of the ordinary Nielsen numbers of self maps of 
the.oe cncac-~c Tn nm-tir,~lw the “ncaifv~ wbi;t;nn rnnA;tinnc” whir-h thoro fihmtinnr a,,t;cfx, LIAUL)I ‘OpL’bO. 111 ~Y’CICUIUI) Lll” llcu * u UUUlLl”ll C”LlYlll”llO **n,lrll cllr.lt, II”,cALI”,,&3 .,ur,o~y 
mean that N(f) (hence also the N(f”)) can be calculated as a sum of Nielsen numbers 
of f restricted to various fibres (see [ 1,4,12,20,18]). In fact, the work of [23] has provided 
an actual computer program for computing ordinary Nielsen numbers for all maps on nil 
* A forthcoming publication [S], shows that the two main theorems proved here are false in general on surfaces 
and higher dimensional manifolds generated from these. 
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and solvmanifolds. Theorem 1.2 and the other main theorem (and in fact ultimately the 
computations in [l 11) thus reduce the calculation of N@,(f) and NPrl(f) for nil and 
solvmanifolds to very straightforward computations (see, for example, the computational 
version of Theorem 1.2 given in Theorem 5.3). 
In order to understand this paper and its sequel, the reader will need to have some 
familiarity with a number of topics. These include Nielsen fixed point theory, Nielsen 
neriodic noint theorv. the interaction of Nielsen theory with fibre-snace theory, as well as r------- r ----- ---- -- ,, ____ _...___._____.  _ 
some understanding of nil and solvmanifolds. Since this covers a substantial amount of lit- 
erature we have attempted to give an appropriate review of the relevant elements of these 
theories in Sections 2 and 3 (although Lemma 2.2 and parts of Theorem 2.6 are new). The 
first four topics are reviewed in Section 2. Nil and solvmanifolds are covered in Section 3. 
In Section 4 we prove four fundamental properties which all maps on nil and solvmani- 
folds satisfy, as well as showing that another property, that of being weakly Jiang holds 
“almost always”. Our main theorems and applications are then presented in Section 5. 
2, Preliminaries 
In this section we briefy review the concepts needed in the study of Nielsen periodic 
point numbers on the type of fibrations which provide the construction of nil and solv- 
manifolds. We will begin by recalling some of the basics of ordinary Nielsen theory and 
its generalization to the study of periodic points. We use the fundamental group approach 
from [2,9,13,14], but we will also need results from [15]. Throughout the paper unless 
otherwise stated all spaces X, Y, etc. will be compact connected ANRs. Suppose that 
f : X + X is a self map of X. For each positive integer n we will write f’” for the nth 
iterate of f. Let @(f”) = {.E E X: f”(~) = Z} denote the fixed point set of f’“. For 
.r E @(f”) we define the period of :I’~ denoted nerlrr). to be the smallest positive integer 
m(n such that 2 E @(f”“). 
There are two sides to the theory: the algebraic and the geometric. We deal first with 
the geometric. This part of the theory concerns itself with the Nielsen equivalence of 
fixed points, and with the index theory of the resulting fixed point classes, i.e., with the 
essentiality (or lack thereof) of these classes. We say that z,y E @(f”) are f” Nielsen 
equivalent, denoted IC -f” y, provided that there is a path c from IC to y so that (relative 
end points) c r” f’“(c). We will denote the set of equivalence classes thus generated 
by @(f7L)Iw3 and call them the set of all geometric Nielsen classes for f”. Throughout 
the paper we will use designations such as A’“: B’“, or C” to denote generic geometric 
Nielsen classes off’“. When the n is omitted, then n = 1 is assumed. (Note the difference 
from [13,14] where F” is frequently used for geometric classes.) Standard index theory 
(see for example [2]) then provides an integer index ind(A”) for each geometric class 
A’“. The classes with nonzero index are called essentiul Nielsen classes. For any positive 
integer m, the Nielsen number N(f”‘) of f “’ is then the number of essential classes of 
f’“. We will use the symbol E(fm) t o d enote the essential geometric classes of f”, and 
@E (f”) will denote the set of all fixed points of f “’ which belong to some essential class. 
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Classical Nielsen theory establishes the important fact that any homotopy f - g 
induces a bijection between the essential classes of f and those of g. This gives that 
N(f) < min{#(@(g)): g - f} with a lower bound that is sharp in many cases (and 
in fact all cases considered in this paper). Given m/n there is a canonical change of 
level function T~,~ : @(f’“)/- + @(fn)/-- defined on A’” by choosing any z E A” 
and letting -yT,L,7L(A7n) be the unique class of @(f”)/- which contains 2. We warn 
the reader that the yin,+ are neither injective nor do they automatically restrict to give 
functions between essential classes. The map of degree - 1 on 5” with m = 1 and 72 = 2 
illustrates these points (see the discussion before Lemma 4.7). It is clear when kImIn 
that yk ,n = Ylrl.nYk.rn. 
We come now to the algebraic side of the theory which, as is usual in Algebraic 
Topology, reflects the geometry (but not always exactly). For this side of the theory it is 
necessary to choose a base point 20 E X, along with a path w from 20 to f(zo). Up to 
canonical bijection the following constructions are independent of these choices. In what 
follows we shall not distinguish between a path and its path class in the fundamental 
groupoid of X. The path w provides “coordinates” for all iterates of f as follows. Define 
1 (w) = w and for n. > 1 let n(w) = (n - l)(w)fn-‘(w). Then AL is a path from 1~0 to 
f”(za). If 20 is a fixed point of f, we will not distinguish between 20 and the constant 
path at 20. Note that in this case n(za) = ZO. 
There is an induced map f,“” on 7rl(X, ~0) that is defined by f:“‘(o) = 
n(w)f~(cx)[n(w)]- . (Note that since the majority of spaces which we are considering 
have non-Abelian fundamental groups we are using multiplicative notation unlike [ 13,141 
which used additive notation even for the noncommutative situation.) The map f,“” pro- 
vides the relation of Reidemeister equivalence on 7rt (X, 20) by the rule that cy - p if and 
only if there exists 6 E ~1 (X, 20) with Q = Sfif:““(S-‘). The Reidemeister class con- 
taining a will be denoted by [crlTL. The set of all Reidemeister classes for f,“” is denoted 
by R(f,““) (note the change from [13,14] where the symbol Coker(1 - f’““) is used). 
The reader is encouraged to carefully distinguish the symbol R(f:““) from the symbol 
R(f”) which denotes the Reidemeister number #R(f,““) of f’“. The number R(f”) is 
independent of the choice of 20 and w. Let Fix f,“” = {o E 7rt (X, 20) / f,‘““(a) = a}. 
Then there is an exact sequence of based sets 
where the first function is inclusion, the second takes Q to af:“‘(a-‘), and the third 
places an element ,0 in it Reidemeister class. If 7rt (X, 20) is Abelian then there is a canon- 
ical group structure on R(f,““), and in this case the exact sequence above becomes an 
exact sequence of groups and homomorphisms. 
The change of level function for the algebraic side of the theory is the function 
L,,,,,, : R(f,“““) + R(f,‘““) defined by 
L7n,7L([a]m) = cyf*7’LU(a)f*27nU(cy). ‘. fp)w(ce). 
As in the geometric setting, we also have when kImIn that Lk,n = L,~~,~L~,~. The algebraic 
and geometric theory are related by an injective function pTL = p: @(f”)/- + R(fc”) 
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defined as follows. Given x E A’” we choose a path c from the base point xa to x. We 
can then define p(A”) = [cf”(~‘)(n(w))~‘]. Th’ is will be independent of the choice of 
x within A” and c. An algebraic class [o.]” is said to be nonempty if it lies in the image 
of p. We warn the reader that our approach to essential classes is a little unorthodox, 
in that following [9,13,14] we assign an index to the algebraic classes as follows. The 
index i([ol]lL) of an algebraic class [o]” is defined as follows 
qcr]“) = { jpdw if [o]” = p(A’“), 
otherwise. 
As with the geometric classes, an algebraic class is essential provided it has non zero 
index. 
In the covering space approach i([o]“) = ind(p(@(a o fn)) where f” is the unique 
lift of f” determined by the path n(u). The point of the definition is, of course, that 
the index of [oln is the same as the index of the geometric class (empty or not) that 
determines it. Since the periodic point classes are in one to one correspondence with the 
coordinates we are in this way able to deal with possibly empty classes without bringing 
in the machinery of covering spaces (see [9,13,14] for more details). 
In relation to the change of level functions it can be shown [13] that for any A” 
we have that P(T,,~,~(A”)) = L~~,~(~(A”“)). For both algebraic and geometric classes at 
level n (denoted respectively by [alTL and A’“) we have the notions of reducibility, depth, 
and length. We say that a class [(E.]” (respectively A”) is reducible provided there exists 
an mln and a class [/?I” (respectively B”) for which L~,~([/?]~) = [a]” (respectively 
Y~,~(B~) = A”). The depth d([o]“) (or d(A”)) is the smallest integer din such that 
the class [a]” (respectively A”) reduces to level d. The class [crln (respectively A”) is 
irreducible provided it has depth n. The map f induces an index preserving bijection on 
the algebraic or geometric classes at level n in such a way that fl” (respectively f”) is 
the identity. This allows for a natural breaking up of the of the algebraic (respectively 
geometric) classes into orbits in such a way that depth and hence reducibility (or not) are 
properties of orbits. The orbit of [c1]” (A”) ‘. d 1s enoted by ([a]“) ((A”)) respectively. The 
length 1([cr17’) (l(A”)) f o an orbit is the smallest integer 1Jn such that J$‘([cY]~) = [u.]” 
(f’(A”) = A”). From thedivisionalgorithmif f2d([~]7L) = [c~]~“(fq(A~) = A’“)), then 
Ilq. From [ 13, Corollary 2 of Proposition I.141 we have that algebraic and geometric 
lengths coincide, and that the algebraic depth of a nonempty class is less than or equal 
to its geometric depth. We will see that nil and solvmanifolds are essentially reducible, 
and that this forces equality to always hold for essential classes (see Proposition 4.2 and 
Corollary 4.5). 
We now define the Nielsen type numbers for periodic points. For each positive integer n 
we define NP,(f) = ~L#(TEO,~,), wh ere #(IEO,) is the number of irreducible essential 
orbits off at level n. Note that the definition, given in terms of orbits, takes into account 
the fact that if there is one periodic point of least period n then are at least n of them. 
The other periodic point number, N@,(f), is defined by computing the minimal height 
of a set of n-representatives for f. This is a collection of algebraic orbits at various levels 
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with the property that any essential orbit (am) for any mln reduces to some element in 
this set. The height of such a set is the sum of the depths of all its members. 
Since NP,(f) and N@,(f) are homotopy invariants we have 
Theorem 2.1. NE’,(f) < MI’,(f) and N@,(f) < M@,(f). 
It is easy to confuse the set M@,(f) = min{#(@(gn)): g - f} with the set 
min{#(@(gn)): gn - fn}. In fact N@,(f) IS not a lower bound for this latter set. 
Take for example the map f of degree -1 on the circle S’. Then with id denoting the 
identity map, f* N id* but f # id. Thus M&(f) = 2, while M@(id) = 0. The point is 
that the homotopy invariance is with respect to homotopies of f and not with respect to 
homotopies of higher iterates. 
While the definition for N@,(f) is rather complicated it turns out that for nil and 
solvmanifolds we do not need to compute it in this way. As we will see, for nil and 
solvmanifolds one always has that NsP, (f) = C,,, NP, (f), and one often has that 
N@,(f) = N(P). Th ese facts are not true in general (see [14]). 
We close our discussion of Nielsen periodic point theory with a technical lemma (not 
found in the literature), which we will need later (e.g., in the proof of Theorems 4.11 
and 4.15). Consider the following commutative diagram. 
xf-x 
Lemma 2.2. Let X, Y, f, g, and h be as in the above commutative diagram, and let 
20 E X and w be a path in X from zo to f(xo). If (T = h(w), then for any m, n with mln 
we have that with h inducing h, : R(fz”) + R(g~“) (Q = m or n) by h,([a]) = [h(a)] 
that h * ?n,7L = Lm,n *. L h ’ R(_fpw) + R(gr”) where the I,~,~ are de$ned in terms off or 
g as appropriate, The analogous statement holds for geometric classes using T~,~. 
Using the techniques of [13, Appendix], the proof follows from the commutativity of 
the diagram, and the definitions of L~,~ and T~,~. 
We now touch briefly on the essentials of the Nielsen theory for fibrations. In this 
paper we will assume that all of our fibrations F it E 3 B are Hurewicz fibrations. 
We say that f : E + E is a fibre preserving map provided it induces a well defined base 
map f: B + B with pf = fp. We will refer to the pair (f, f) (or just f) as a fibre 
preserving map. If (f, $) is a fibre preserving map and b E Q(f) then we will use fb to 
denote the restriction fin-1~) : Fb --f Fb of f to the fibre. In regard to iterates note that 
if b E @($*) then in Fb the relevant self map becomes (f’)b and (fq)L = (f”)b. Note 
that if per(b) = Q > 1 then for any m > 1, (fb)m is undefined because until f is iterated 
Q times, the restriction is a not a self map of Fb. 
The fibrations for nil and solvmanifolds used throughout this paper satisfy what we 
will call the ndive addition conditions (see [ 121 or below). These conditions allow us to 
express N(f) as a sum of the Nielsen numbers N(fb) as b varies over any set which 
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consists of one element from each essential Nielsen class of f. Let K denote the kernel of 
the inclusion induced homomorphism j * : rl (I?) t TI (E) and suppose that f : E --t E 
is fibre preserving. We need to mention the mod K Nielsen number. Since f is fibre 
preserving, K will be a normal invariant subgroupoid of rri(X), and we will say that 
5, y E @(f”) are mod K Nielsen equivalent provided that there is a path c from z to y 
so that cP1fn(c) E K. The number of essential classes thus generated will be denoted 
by ivy. If K is trivial (as always happens on nil and solvmanifolds) then for all n 
NK(.P) = N(P). 
Definition 2.3. A fibration F cs E 3 B is said to satisfy the naiPe addition conditions 
provided that for each fibre preserving map f of p, and for all y E @s(f) we have that 
Fix fi’(‘) = p,(Fix ffY) and NK(~~(~)) = N(fp(y)). 
A particularly simple way in which the first condition above may hold is handled by 
the following definition (see [12] for more details). 
Definition 2.4 [12]. We say that a space X is essentially Fix trivial provided that for 
any f : X + X, and any base point J: E @z(f), the group Fix f,” = {CY E 7ri (X, z) 1 
f,“(o) = cz} is trivial. 
It is not hard to see that on any torus T, if Fix(fz) # 0 then @I = 8 so the 
following is easy (see also [12, p. 1441). 
Example 2.5. Tori are essentially fix trivial. 
We will need a subtle variation of the sequences in [9,12]. The variation is necessary 
because in our applications we may assume a fixed point in the base, but not (as in [9,12]) 
in the fibre or total space (see especially the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.4 and also 
Theorem 4.20). The proof, which we omit, uses the techniques from [9] (see also [12, 
Theorem 4.4(2)]). The condition that K = 0 in the next theorem is not strictly necessary, 
but it allows for a simple formulation of the results that are needed for this paper. 
Theorem 2.6. Let f be a fibre preserving map of u jibration p with K = 0, and let 
b E G(f). Zf x E Fb, and p is a path in Eb from x to fb(z) = f(x), then the following 
sequence of groups and homomorphisms and based sets and functions (where the classes 
of the identity are the base points for the last three terms) is exact. 
In addition when b E @s(f), there is a corresponding exact sequence of essential classes 
(shown below) which connects via the various p (on thefibre, total space, and base) to 
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yield the following commutative diagram: 
Finally, p satisJies the naiive addition conditions if and only if the bottom arrow denoted 
by j, is injective for all choices of b E @z(f). 
Remark 2.7. Let A E E(f) and let z E A. Theorem 2.6 allows us to split A up into 
“components” in the fibre and base. More precisely A determines A (the class of p(z)) in 
the base. By exactness there exists A,(,) E &(f,(,)) with j*(A,(,)) = A. Furthermore, 
A,(,) and A determine A. When the naive addition conditions hold, A,(,) is unique. 
The sequence (or the product theorem for index) shows that these components are all 
essential. In particular, when A is essential, for each w E A, E(fw) contains a geometric 
representative of A. 
Recall [ 121 that a subset [ C @E (f) is called a set of essential representatives if t con- 
tains exactly one point from each element of E(f). We point the reader to [ 1,4,18,23,26] 
for various incomplete prototypes of the next result from [ 121. 
Theorem 2.8 [ 121. Let p : E + B be ajbration which satisJes the naiLe addition condi- 
tions, where E and B are compact connected ANRs, and suppose that f is a selfjibre pre- 
serving map of p with < = { bl , b2, . . , bk} as a set of essential representatives for f. Then 
k 
N(f) = xN(fbi). 
i=l 
In the presence of$bre uniformity (i.e., that N(fb,) is independent of i) this gives the 
so called nai’ve productformula, that N(f) = N(f)N(fb,). 
3. Nil and solvmanifolds 
In this section we briefly outline the essentials of Nielsen theory for nilmanifolds and 
solvmanifolds. A nilmanifold is a homogeneous space of the form N = G/r where G 
is a nilpotent Lie group which is homeomorphic (as a space only) to some IP and r is 
a uniform (i.e., N is compact) discrete subgroup. The main reference for nilmanifolds 
is the fundamental work of [ 191, the main references for Nielsen theory of nilmanifolds 
are [4,16,1]. 
The simplest examples are the tori where G = R” has the usual Abelian structure 
and r = P. Nilmanifolds have the important properties that they are aspherical with 
~1 (N) 4 r and that any self map f : N + N is, up to homotopy, induced by a 
homomorphism F : G + G. Furthermore, any homomorphism on r extends uniquely to 
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a homomorphism on G. When N is a torus the homomorphism F inducing f is simply a 
linear map whose matrix with respect to the usual basis has integer entries. The famous 
paper of [3] showed that in this case N(f) = IL(f)1 = Idet(F - I)]. 
The simplest non abelian example of a nilmanifold occurs in dimension 3 where G 
consists of all 3 x 3 upper triangular matrices with Is along the diagonal and r equals 
those matrices with integer entries (see Example 5.4). 
For us the most important property of nilmanifolds is the following: 
Theorem 3.1 [18,23]. Let N be u nilmunifold which is not a torus. Then there is a 
toral decomposition for N which consists of u sequence of tori Tl, T2,. . , Tk and a 
sequence of nilmanifolds N2 = TI, N3, N4, . , Nk-1, Nk, Nk+l = N such that for 
each i = 2, . . . , k there is an orientable jibration Ti + Ni+l + Ni. That is, there is a 
tower of orientable fibrations 
Tk Tk-1 
I 1 
N NI, 
I I 
NI, Nk-1 
which decompose N. Furthermore, each self map f of N has the property that f is 
homotopic to a map g which induces fibre preserving maps gi : Ni + Ni with fibre 
unzformity on the above fibrations. 
We wish to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that the right hand fibration T2 ‘f 
Ns + Tl (which we think of as the first in the tower) has a torus in both base and fibre. 
This will be important in our inductive arguments based on these finite towers. 
We sketch the proof of Theorem 3.1. Recall the definition that a group G is nilpotent. 
For i = 0, 1, . . let G, be the subgroup of G defined inductively by letting Ga = G and 
for i > 0 Gi = [G, Gi_r] where [ , ] denotes the operation of taking commutators. The 
group G is said to be nilpotent if there is a smallest integer k such that Gk+t = 0. Note 
that Gk is abelian with Gk n r as a uniform subgroup so that Tk = Gk/(Gk n r) is a 
torus. This gives a fibration (which we call the Fadell-Husseini fibration from [4]) for 
N as Tk + N + Nk = (G/Gk)/(r/(r f’ Gk)) in which the base Nk is a nilmanifold 
of smaller dimension than N. 
Any self map on N which is induced by a homomorphism is naturally fibre preserving. 
This is the first step in our process. The next step is to work out the Fade11 Husseini 
fibration for Nk. The process stops when both the base and fibre are tori. 
The next level of generalization after nilmanifolds is the concept of a solvmanifold. 
A compact solvmanifold 5’ is a coset space of the form J/A where J is, as before, 
homeomorphic with some Euclidean space, but in general is only solvable as a Lie 
group rather than nilpotent. Here A is a closed uniform subgroup which in general may 
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or may not be discrete. While it need not be the case that every self map f : S + 5’ 
comes, up to homotopy, from a map induced by a homomorphism, we do have: 
Theorem 3.2 (see [21,20]). Let S be a solvmanifold. Then there is a jibration N + 
S + T where T is a torus and N is a nilmanifold, with the property that any self map 
on S is, up to homotopy, jbre preserving. 
We call the fibration in Theorem 3.2 the minimal Mostow fibration for S. It follows 
that there is also a tower for each solvmanifold (use a minimal Mostow fibration, and the 
toral decomposition for N). By abuse of notation we also refer to this extended tower 
as a toral decomposition for S. 
An inductive argument using the toral decompositions together with Example 2.5 and 
the exactness of the group portion of Theorem 2.6 along with the long exact sequence 
in homotopy for a fibration gives the following corollary (see [4] for the nilmanifold 
case). 
Corollary 3.3. Nil and solvmanifolds are aspherical and essentially Fix trivial. In par- 
ticular the jibrations in the toral decompositions will sati& the naiiie addition condi- 
tions. 
For nilmanifolds, any Fadell-Husseini fibration is strongly orientable in the sense that 
the homotopy type of ft, is independent of b E Q(f) (see [4]). In fact, for nilmanifolds 
one can derive a formula similar to N(f) = IL(f) 1 = Idet(F - 1) / which holds for tori. 
However, since F is a homomorphism and not a linear map, we need to use the sequence 
of linear maps produced from f on the tori in the toral decomposition of N. This gives 
from Theorem 2.8 (see [18,23]): N(f) = IL(f)1 = IL(fu)llL(f)l = N(fa)N(f). We 
refer to the process of producing this series of matrices for f which yields N(f) as the 
linearization of f. This is a functorial procedure in the sense that the linearization of the 
identity is a sequence of identity matrices and the linearization of a composition fg is 
the sequence of products of the linearizing matrices for f and g. 
For solvmanifolds on the other hand, the non orientability of the Mostow fibrations dis- 
tinguishes them from nilmanifold fibrations and means in practice that when a, b E @p(f) 
one can have L(fa) # L(fb). Th e weakly Jiang condition in this setting is equivalent to 
the condition that for b E Q(f) we have that either every L(fb) = 0 or every L(fb) # 0. 
An important situation where this always occurs is in the class of NR solvmanifolds, in- 
troduced in [ 181, where one always has Nielsen number uniformity (i.e., N(fa) = N(fb), 
even though fa and fb can be of different homotopy types). It is clear from Theorem 2.8 
that for nil and NR solvmanifolds that the nai’ve product formula holds. 
NR solvmanifolds are characterized by the property that the eigenvalues of the ad- 
joint action on the Lie algebra J of J (i.e., the derivative of conjugation) are always 
either equal to 1 or else they are not roots of unity. The class of NR solvmanifolds 
properly includes all exponential solvmanifolds where the exponential map from 3 to J 
is onto. The most basic example of a non NR solvmanifold is the Klein bottle K (see 
Example 4.22). 
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4. Basic properties for nil and solvmanifolds 
In this section we discuss four basic periodic point properties that hold for all maps 
of nil and solvmanifolds (subsections one to four). We also discuss a fifth property 
that holds for all maps on nilmanifolds and JVR solvmanifolds and for many maps 
of arbitrary solvmanifolds (subsection five). These properties are needed in order to 
generalize certain computational theorems from [ 13,141. Since the proofs there made 
heavy use of the eventual commutativity of the maps involved, an ingredient absent 
from our current situation, the generalization is not straightforward. In fact, there is a 
change in both methodology and in philosophy. In [13,14] the idea was to work with 
the Reidemeister classes and deduce the required properties on all the algebraic classes 
using the Jiang condition and the commutativity which is present. In this paper we restrict 
attention wherever possible to the possibly smaller set of essential classes. We then deduce 
the properties we need by induction arguments, starting with the appropriate results on 
tori, and proving the induction step using fibre techniques on the toral decompositions 
described in Section 3. 
The property, which we call essential reducibility, already appeared in [14] without 
being named. The property from [ 131 of n-torality is replaced here by an analogue which 
we name essential torality (being n-toral for all n, but only on essential classes). Two 
other properties (essentially reducible to the GCD, and uniqueness of roots) must be 
carefully reformulated from [ 131 and reproved in our more general setting. All of the 
properties just mentioned hold for all maps of nil and solvmanifolds. The fifth property, 
namely that of being weakly Jiang, replaces the Jiang condition. It holds commonly, as 
we have already mentioned. 
4.1. Essential reducibility 
Before we proceed we remind the reader that we use the rather unorthodox methodol- 
ogy from [9,13,14] of assigning an index to the Reidemeister classes. Thus we discuss not 
only which geometric classes are essential, but also which of the Reidemeister classes are 
essential. In fact we regard the geometric classes as a subset (via p) of the Reidemeister 
classes. In this way we are able to discuss possibly empty classes without bringing in 
the covering space approach (see Section 2 or [ 13,141 for more details). 
Definition 4.1. We say that a map f : X + X is essentially reducible provided that for 
any essential class [o]n of fn, if [aIn reduces to some class [PI”, then [plm is also 
essential, If f is essentially reducible for any f, we say that X is essentially reducible. 
The formulation is naturally analogous when considering geometric classes. 
For an example of a map which does not satisfy Definition 4.1 see [14, Example 3.11 
or [5]. An immediate consequence of our definition is the following: 
Proposition 4.2. Let f : X -+ X be essentially reducible, then algebraic and geometric 
depths coincide. 
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Essential reducibility has a number of other important consequences. It allows for 
a simpler formulation of NQi, (f) in terms of the NP, (f) (see Corollary 4.6). It is 
also important because it allows us to deal with the possibly smaller and simpler set of 
essential geometric classes rather than the algebraic classes. In particular it allows us to 
essentially replace R by E in certain key arguments (compare the proof of Theorem 4.4 
with those of Theorems 4.11 and 4.15). 
We will need the next property to start our induction. 
Proposition 4.3. Tori are essentially reducible. 
Proof. A torus T is a Jiang space, so for any f : T -+ T and for any m, either N(fm) = 
R(f”) (when L(fm) # 0) or else N(fm) = 0. So it is enough to see that if N(fn) # 0, 
and mln, then N(f”) # 0. To do this we show that if i’V(fm) = 0 then for all q, 
N(fqm) = 0. Suppose that f has linearization F, then for each m, F” is the linearization 
off”. Thus N(fm) = jL(f”)l = Idet(F”-I)1 andif i’V(fm) = 0 then the linearization 
of f has an mth root of unity. Thus for any q, L(f’J”) = 0, so N(fqm) = 0 as 
required. q 
Note that in the next theorem and in Theorems 4.11, 4.15 and 4.20 we only prove 
that the total space E of a fibration has the desired homotopy invariant property in the 
category of maps homotopic to fibre preserving maps. On nil and solvmanifolds this 
includes all maps (see Theorems 3.1 and 3.2), and so is no restriction. 
Theorem 4.4 (essential reducibility). Let p : E -+ B be a jibration in which B and all 
jibres F are path connected and essentially reducible. If f : E -+ E is a$bre preserving 
map, then f is essentially reducible. 
Before we prove Theorem 4.4 we formalize the more important consequences of it. 
The first is proved using Proposition 4.3 and induction on the toral decomposition. 
Corollary 4.5. Nil and solvmanifolds are essentially reducible. 
Theorem 4.4 also gives the following important fact for nil and solvmanifolds. The 
first equality combines Corollary 4.5 with [14, Theorem 4.21 while the second follows 
from the first by Mobius inversion. 
Corollary 4.6. If X is a nil or solvmanifold then 
N@?%(f) = c NPm(.f) and NP,(f) = c (-l)“‘N%:,(f) 
mln TCP(n) 
where p(n) is the set of prime divisors of n and n : r = n &_ p-‘. 
For an example where neither of the formulae of Corollary 4.6 hold see [14, Exam- 
ple 3.11 or [S]. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let f : E + E be a fibre preserving map. Let w be a path 
from a chosen base point 20 to f(zu) in E, and let [aIn be an essential algebraic class 
in R(f,““) which reduces to [/3] m in R(f,““‘). Ndively the essence of the proof is to 
split [a]” up into essential components (see Remark 2.7) in the base and fibre using the 
fibration p. The idea is that the components of [(u]‘” should reduce to the components 
of [plm. By hypothesis these components would be essential and so [PI” itself would 
be essential from either the product theorem for the index or the commutativity of the 
diagram in Theorem 2.6. We have a technical problem however when (as in most cases) 
the path w is not contained in a single fibre of p. Although we can always determine 
components of [Q]~ and [@I m in the base, when w is not contained in a single fibre, 
we cannot determine the respective components in the fibre. For this reason we need to 
change the base point 20 and the path m(w) using appropriate index preserving bijections 
of the type U, (for change of base point) and of type ~0,~ (for change of path) which 
can be found in [ 13, Appendix]. Life would also be much simpler if we could assume 
the existence of a fixed point of f” representing [plm (to use as base point). However 
this is part of the conclusion of the analysis rather than something which follows easily 
from the hypothesis. Thus the proof requires careful argumentation. 
Starting with the original [N]~, we have by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6 that there is an 
essential algebraic periodic point class [&I” = ~,([a]~) of J, which is reducible to 
[PI” = P*ui4m). s ince B is essentially reducible, then [PI” is essential, and so can 
be represented by an m periodic point b E @(f”). Thus f” restricts to a self map 
(fm)b : Fb + Ft,. Choose a point x E Fb. Of course we do not know that x is a fixed 
point of f m. However, since Fb is path connected, we can choose a path ~1 in Fb (and 
hence in E) from x to (fm)b (z) = f”(x). Clearly b = p(p) is the constant path 
at b. 
Choose a path u : x0 + z in E, and change base points in R(fp“‘) from x0 to II: using 
the index preserving bijection 
u* : R(fF”) + qf”“):) 
(with 0 = u-’ m(w)fm(zl)) defined by u*([&]~) = [U-‘&U]’ (see [13, A.21). As [13, 
A.41 shows, U* also induces for all s > 0, a change of path (for f”“) from (sm)(w) to 
s(0) = U-‘(sm)(w)fS”(u). Th e next step is to change paths from 0 to ~1 for f” using 
the index preserving bijection 
defined by re+([6]‘) = [SB~L-‘]’ ( see [13 A.11). Let q = $ and interpret [oln as a class 
at level q for (f”)r”. Then define 
We need to do this implicit change of functions from f to f m since we do not know that 
p = m(a) for some 0. The net result of all this is instead of considering the algebraic 
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n periodic point class [ct]” of R(f,““), we are now considering the n/m periodic point 
class [A]“/” of R((f”)$‘). 
The entire construction can of course be repeated on B to give the bijections U, and 
re,b where for example U = P(U) is the path from P(Q) 1’ b in B. All these fit into the 
commutative cube above. The front and rear faces are commutative by Lemma 2.2, the 
bottom and top by [13, A.4, A.61, and the left and right by the facts that pf = fa and 
that all paths used in the base are obtained by projecting those used in E. 
We now replace [cu]“, [plm, [&I” and [p] m in the rear face of the diagram respec- 
tively by [A]“/“, [B]‘, [A]“/” and [B]’ (the resp ective images under the bijections 
mentioned above) in the front face of the diagram. By commutativity, [A]“‘” reduces to 
[B]‘, and [iT] n/m reduces to [B]‘. Since the bijections u* and ~8,~ are index preserving 
then [A]“/” and [B]’ are essential. and so our task is reduced to showing that [B]’ is 
essential. 
With these changes we are now able to apply Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.2 (twice) 
with the front face of the diagram above to obtain the commutative diagram of exact 
sequences shown below (note that %b = b). 
q(P):*) dR((.fm)b:p) 
I 
3.s 
1 
j* 
q v%> --J+R((fm)?) 
1 
P* 
I 
P* 
R((p)q) --wq(p)q. 
In order to use the exactness of the vertical sequences to separate [A]“/” and [B] ’ 
into components we need next to see that [B]’ and [A]“/” are the base point classes 
in R((fm)i) and R((f3”)“b) respectively. By definition of p (see Section 2) we have 
that 
[PI” = [Gif” (tii-‘) (m(G))-‘] m. 
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Now since b-’ = b (a constant path) 
[B]’ = T-g,&* ([my 
= qgbii* ([?Thp (K’) (m(w)) -‘I y 
= r~,b([&$~(ti-‘)(m(ir’))-‘~]m) [13,A.2] 
= [f” (ti-‘) (m(G)-‘,)eb-‘1 ’ [13,A.l] 
= [b]‘. 
Thus [B]’ is the base point in ‘R((f”“)b,), an since the L are base point preserving it d 
follows that 
[A]“/” = [b]% 
is the base point in ‘R( (fm)Fb). Th ere ore by the exactness of the left hand vertical f 
sequence (see Theorem 2.6) there exists a [E&l’ in R((f”)iJ with j*([Bb]‘) = [B]‘. 
Clearly 
IAb] n’m = L([&]‘) 
can serve as the corresponding component of [A]“/” in R((fm)~‘“). Since [A]“/” is 
essential then so are [Ab]“/” and [A] nlm by the exactness of Theorem 2.6 (or the product 
theorem for the index). On the other hand [B]’ and [E&l’ are essential by the hypothesis 
of essential reducibility in base and fibre so [B]’ is essential by Theorem 2.6, and we 
are done. 0 
We wish to discuss one more consequence of essential reducibility before we proceed. 
For the purpose of this discussion we fix an n. Let f : X + X be a self map, and let 
min. The condition that f is essentially reducible assures us that if Fn E &(f”) reduces 
to Fm at level m then Fm is essential. It does not however assure us that if Fm at 
level m is essential then Y~,~(F~) is essential. An example of this is the flip map on 
S’, since for n = 2 we have that &(f’) is empty (but neither &(f’) nor E(f3)). In other 
words we cannot in general assume that the ym,n restrict to functions from E(fm) to 
E(f”). However we will need something close to this when &(fm) is not empty, and 
what we need is in fact another consequence of essential reducibility. We define a subset 
&(fm) c &(f”) ofE(f”) as o f 11 ows. &(fm) consists of those elements F” of E(f”) 
for which -ym,%(Fm) is essential. Not? the dependence-of gn(fm) on both m and n. The 
flip map on S’ discussed above has &_(f’) = 0 but &3(f’) = E(f’). However, since it 
is usually clear from the context to which n we are referring, we will normally suppress 
the subscript 72. In contrast, the definition of essential reducibility does of course insure 
that the 7m,n do restrict to functions on inessential classes. 
The final lemma of this subsection follows from Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.6 and the fact 
that yk ,n = ?‘m,n-fk,m~ 
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Lemma 4.7. Let f : E + E be essentially reducible and let n be@ed. For every klmln 
the functions yk,, restrict to functions 
Yk,m : ‘%(fk) + &(fm). 
(In particular; gm( f k, C gn( f “)). If-further f is a jibre preserving map of a jibration 
p: E + B, if k(n and if b E @z(p) is of period qlk, then the following sequence is 
exact 
Corollary 4.8. Let f : X -+ X be essentially reducible and N( f “) = R( f “), then for 
any kin, 
#(E^(f”)) = #(E(f”)) = N(f”) = R(f”). 
In particular if klmln the functions Tk,m restrict to functions 
?Yk,nL : &(f’“) -+ f(f”). 
See Example 4.22 for an example on a solvmanifold where 0 # N( fq) # R(f ‘J). 
4.2. Essentially reducible to the GCD 
The next property was derived in [ 13 ] from the eventual commutativity of the maps 
considered there. Since our maps are often highly noneventually commutative, we will 
use fibrewise techniques instead. However, as will become usual, we only require that 
our property holds for essential classes. 
Definition 4.9. Let f : X + X be a map. We say that f is essentially reducible to the 
GCD, if it is essentially reducible and whenever A” E &( f “) reduces to both A’ E E( f ‘) 
and A” E &( f’), then there is an AQ E &(fq) with q = (r, s) to which both A’ and 
A” reduce. If every f is essentially reducible to the GCD, we say that X is essentially 
reducible to the GCD. 
Since the fundamental group of a torus is abelian we have from [ 13, 1.191 the following: 
Proposition 4.10. Tori are essentially reducible to the GCD. 
The formulation for fibrations is the following: 
Theorem 4.11 (Reducible to the GCD). Suppose that F * E 3 B is ajbration which 
satisjes the native addition conditions, and in which B and F are essentially reducible 
to the GCD. If f : E + E is a fibre preserving map, then f is essentially reducible to 
the GCD. 
Since all maps on nil and solvmanifolds are homotopic to fibre preserving maps, 
induction together with Theorems 3.1, 3.2, Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 4.11 gives us the 
following: 
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Corollary 4.12. Nil and solvmanifolds essentially reduce to the GCD. 
Proof of Theorem 4.11. Suppose that f : E + E is fibre preserving and that A” E 
&(fn) reduces to A’ and A”. We need to find an essential class Aq where q = (s, T), 
to which both A’ and A” reduce. We project the classes A”, A’ and A” of the map 
f to the base B to obtain the classes A”, 3 and A” of $. By a multiple application 
of Lemma 2.2 (and from the definition of E) the bottom cube of the diagram above is 
commutative. (All maps on the horizontal squares are the change of level functions -yk,l 
(Ic, 1 E {q, r, s, n}) from Section 2 and from Lemma 4.7.) 
The commutativity of the lower part of the diagram shows that A” reduces to JjT and 
As. By the hypothesis on B there is a class A 4, to which all these classes reduce. Since 
all these classes in the base are essential there is a periodic point b E A4 of period q. 
Thus we are able to fill in the top cube of our diagram (with commutativity) by another 
multiple application of Lemmas 2.2 and 4.7 using the maps (fQ)b and fq. 
Note that the vertical sequences are exact by Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 4.7, and that 
An, AT and A8 are base points in their respective sets. By exactness the classes A”, A’ 
and A” have components in Fb. Note that j, is injective by the naive conditions, so that 
the fibre component At of An reduces to the fibre components Ai and A$ of A’ and 
AS respectively (see Remark 2.7). By the hypoth_esis on Fb (with the map (f’)b) we 
are able to deduce the existence of a class A: E r((f’)b) to which all the components 
just mentioned reduce. Then by the commutativity of the diagram AQ = j*(AE) is the 
required class. 0 
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4.3. Essential torality 
The next definition is an analogue of n-torality (without the dependence on n) as 
defined in [13]. 
Definition 4.13. Let f : X + X be essentially reducible. Then f is said to be essentially 
toral if for every m, n with mln we have that: 
(1) Every A” E &(fm) satisfies d(A”) = l(A”). 
(2) If Y~,~(.B~) = -y,,,(Cm) = A” E E(fn) then Bm = C”. 
If every self map is essentially toral, we call X essentially toral. 
Note that if the A” in part (2) is not essential we do not require injectivity. In [13] 
a map was said to be n-toral if it satisfied the corresponding conditions at the algebraic 
level irrespective of whether the classes involved were essential. The name n-toral was 
coined, because it was felt that a map satisfying such a condition behaved like a map on 
a torus. In fact, a map f : T + T on a torus T with linearization F is n-toral according to 
the [13] definition if Idet(1- Fn)l = N(f”) # 0 w h ereas all maps on tori are essentially 
toral. Thus for example the degree - 1 map on St is [13] n-toral iff n is odd and the 
example f of [13, 3.101 on the 24 torus whose linearization has characteristic equation 
A24 + 1 = 0 is [13] n-toral iff n is not divisible by 48. Hence we see that essential 
torality is an analogue of n-torality, not a generalization. 
Proposition 4.14. Tori are essentially toral. 
Proof. For a map f on the torus if L(f”) = Idet(1 - f,““)l # 0 then, for all mln, 
L(fm) # 0. Since (1 - fyw)~,,, = (1 - fp”) and both (1 - f,““) and (1 - f*nw) are 
injective then so is L,,, which proves part (2) of Definition 4.13 in this case. Part (1) 
follows from similar linear algebra as in [13, 3.51 by showing that if Z(A”) < m then 
A” reduces. 
If L(f”) = L(fm) = 0 then E(fn) = E(f”) = 0 and there is nothing to prove. 
Finally, in the case where L(fn) = 0 but L(f”) # 0 property (2) follows vacuously 
and property (1) is proved as above. 0 
Theorem 4.15 (essential torality). Suppose that F v E 3 B is a jibration satis-ing 
the nafve addition conditions. If B and all fibres F are essentially toral, and B is 
essentially reducible to the GCD, then any f : E + E which is jibre preserving is 
essentially toral. 
Since all maps on nil and solvmanifolds are homotopic to fibre preserving maps we 
can use Theorems 3.1, 3.2, Corollaries 3.3, 4.12, Proposition 4.14, Theorem 4.15 and an 
induction argument to prove 
Corollary 4.16. Nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds are essentially toral. 
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At the risk of being repetitive we remark that the analogous result to Corollary 4.16 
for n-toral maps is not true (see the remarks before Proposition 4.14). 
As the next proposition shows, the overly simplistic definition of NP,(f) given in [8] 
(which counts irreducible essential classes) is correct in the presence of essential torality. 
Let I%‘,(f) denote the set of irreducible essential classes of f”. 
Proposition 4.17. IfX is essentially toral then NP,(f) = #(IE&(f)) 
Proof. We need only observe for each irreducible essential orbit (A”) that 1( (A”)) = n. 
This follows from part (1) of Definition 4.13. •I 
Proof of Theorem 4.15. Essential reducibility for E follows from Theorem 4.4. 
(length = depth) If N(fm) = 0, then condition (1) of Definition 4.13 is satisfied 
vacuously. Suppose then that N(fm) # 0, and that A” E &(f”). We let A” be the 
projection of A” in B, and let m = Z(A”) = d(An). Thus A” reduces to some 
essential class Bm. Choose b E B” of period m. Then the restriction (fm)b of f” to 
Fb is a self map. From Remark 2.7 the class A” determines unique components A” and 
A!. Now it is clear that the essential sequence of Theorem 2.6 applied to f” is natural 
in the sense that the following diagram is commutative 
E((fn)b) &&(f”) 5 E(f”) 
Y)b 
t 
Y/ Y1 
&((fn)b) AE(f”)sE(f”) 
We have that f”- (An) = A” and for T < m that f-T(An) # An. Now on the 
fibre Fb, using (fm)b, the length of A! is the same as it’s depth which we denote 
by w = Im(AT) = dm(AF). Now the injectivity of j, :&((fn)b) + &(f”) (from the 
ndive addition conditions) assures us from the diagram that 1(A”) = mw. (Without the 
injectivity of j,, it might happen that for some T < w even though (f”)Z;(At) # A! 
we still have that jt((fm)i(A;I)) = A”.) Th us once we show that d(A”) = mw 
the proof will be completed. To this end suppose that An has depth d and reduces to 
Cd. Note by Lemma 2.2 that An reduces to level d so m < d. The hypothesis that 
B is essentially reducible to the GCD and that m = d(An) then implies that mid. 
Now Yd,n-Ym,d(fim) = rd.n(Cd) so that the essential torality of B then gives that 
cd = ym,d(gm). C onsider the diagram (see Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 4.7) 
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The injectivity of j, makes it clear that d/m 3 w = d,(Ar). If d/m > w then from 
a similar diagram a reduction of AZ to level w and An to B” show (by the injectivity 
of j,) that d(A”) < d. Thus d = mw as required. 
(Znjectivity of~~,~) Suppose that ym,n (Bm) = A” = r,,,(Cm) E f(f”). Let grn 
and C” be the projections of Bm and C” in B. We note that rm,n(gm) = An = 
%,&Y so by essential torality in B we have that grn = C”. Let b E Cm. Thus 
we can define the fibre components BF and CT of Bm and Cm, and also At of A”. 
The uniqueness of the fibre components (once b is fixed), implied by the naive addition 
conditions, along with the fact that C” and B” both translate upwards to A” means 
(using (fm)b) that rF,$ (Br) = A: = T:,% (Cr). Hence by essential torality on F we 
have that BF = Cr and thus Bm = C” as required. 0 
Remark 4.18. If f :X + X (up to homotopy) is such that all Nielsen classes of both 
f” and f” (for some n and all mln) are essential singletons, then Definitions 4.1 and 
4.13 are immediate. Using the fibrewise periodic point minimizing techniques of [ 161, it 
is often possible to arrange this on a solvmanifold. 
4.4. Unique roots 
We define a root of a geometric (respectively algebraic) periodic point class A” (re- 
spectively [a]“) to be an irreducible geometric (respectively algebraic) periodic point 
class B” (respectively [PI”) to which A” (respectively [o]“) reduces. Of course in the 
presence of essential reducibility, algebraic and geometric roots of essential classes will 
correspond under p. In general a class may have more than one root (see [14, p. 2291 or 
[5] for an example of where this happens for algebraic classes). 
All three of the properties we have defined so far are needed in order to show the 
uniqueness of roots of essential classes for maps of nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds. In 
[14] this property was shown to follow (for all algebraic classes) from the alternative 
hypotheses of n-torality and eventual commutativity. Note that essential torality alone is 
not sufficient to prove uniqueness, since this only shows that if the image of two roots 
from the same level are equal under the y functions, then the roots themselves are equal. 
Uniqueness of roots is an essential ingredient in the proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.8. 
Lemma 4.19 (cf. [14, Proposition 4.91). If X has essential torality, and is essentially 
reducible to the GCD, then every Bn E &( f “) (f or any n) has a unique root which is 
essential. Moreover if Bm is reducible to ET then Bm and E’ have a common unique 
root. 
Proof. Suppose B” and Ct are roots of an essential A” so that B” and Ct are essential, 
irreducible and ~lc,n (B”) = ~t,~(Ct) = A”. By definition of essentially reducible to the 
GCD A” is reducible to say, DQ E E(fq), where q = (k, I). But 7q,n = ~l,~~~,l and so 
n,n(rq,l(Dq)) = A” = n,,(C) implying that Ct = yq,t (Dq) because ~l,~ is injective. 
However, since Cl is irreducible it must mean that q = I, and C1 = 04. Similarly 
B” = Dq. The proof of the second part uses the same ideas and is omitted. 0 
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Note that we do not need condition (1) in Definition 4.13 of essential torality in order 
to prove Lemma 4.19. 
4.5. Weakly Jiang spaces and maps 
Recall from the introduction that a map f : X -+ X is weakly Jiang provided that 
either N(f) = 0 or else N(f) = R(f). Wh en all possible f are weakly Jiang, then we 
say that X is weakly Jiang. Our last task is that of determining when a map f is weakly 
Jiang. 
Theorem 4.20 (N(f) = R(f)). Let f be a jbre preserving map on a jibration F 4 
E 4 B with K = ker(j,) = 0. If N(J) = R(f) and for every b E CD.&) one has 
N(fb) = R(fb) then N(f) = R(f). 
Proof. Let w be a path from a chosen base point zo to f(za) in E, and let [o] E R(fY). 
We need to prove that [o] is essential. Since N(f) = R(f) it follows that ~,([a]) = [(r] 
is essential. Thus there is a b E p-’ ([&I). By the method of Theorem 4.4 we can change 
base points in the base and by identifying [&] with its image under the bijections discussed 
in the proof of Theorem 4.4 we can essentially regard [(Y] as the class of the constant 
path at b in R(ft). In the same way we can change the base point in E from za to some 
2, and the path from w to some p where both z and p lie in Fb C E. From Theorem 2.6 
the following sequence is exact R(fc*) 3 R(ft ) + R(ft). By exactness there is a 
class [ob] E R(fr*) with j*([ob]) = [a]. By hypothesis [15] and [ab] are essential so 
there is a geometric class Ab E E(fb) with j*(&) = p-‘([a]). By Theorem 2.6 j*(&,) 
(and hence also p(j,(Ab)) = [ a are essential as required (see also Remark 2.7). 1) 0 
The fact that tori are Jiang spaces and NR solvmanifolds (see Section 3) exhibit fibre 
uniformity allows us to use Theorems 2.8, 3.1, 3.2, 4.20, Corollary 3.3, and induction to 
give: 
Corollary 4.21. On all nilmanifolds and NR solvmanifolds N(f) = R(f) whenever 
N(f) = Mf )I # 0. 0 n a g’ lven Mostow jibration for an arbitrary solvmanifold one has 
N(f) = R(f) ifs N(f) # 0 andfor all b E @e(f), N(fb) # 0. 
We remark that Norton-Odenthal[22] has previously shown (without naming the prop- 
erty) that any map f of a nilmanifold is weakly Jiang. 
For an arbitrary solvmanifold we do not have the fibre uniformity needed to deduce 
that any map is weakly Jiang. We show next that Jiang’s flip map [15, p. 791 on the 
Klein bottle is not weakly Jiang. 
Example 4.22. Let K2 denote the Klein bottle. We will think of K* as a quotient 
space of IR*, its universal covering space, under the equivalence classes defined by 
(t, s) N (t + Ic, (- 1)“s) and (t, s) N (t, s + 7~) for any k E Z. The only Mostow fibration 
for K2 has the form S’ of K* 3 S’ where p is projection on the first factor. The 
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correspondence (s, t) + (-s, -t) induces a well defined, fibre preserving map (f, f) 
on K2. We call this the flip map because it reflects the fundamental domain about the 
line IZ: = l/2. Note that f has two fixed points 20 = (0, 1) and 21 = l/2. Over 20 the 
Nielsen number of the fibre is 2 (deg(f,,) = -1) while over 21 it is 0 (deg(f,,) = 1). 
By Corollary 4.21 f is not weakly Jiang. 
In regard to the study of periodic points, we will frequently need that the iterates 
of our map are weakly Jiang. In the presence of essential reducibility we have from 
Corollary 4.8 the following general result. 
Proposition 4.23. If f : X + X is essentially reducible and n is such that f” is weakly 
Jiang with N(f”) # 0, thenforallm(n we have that f” is weakly Jiang with N(fm) # 
0. Furthermore for all kImIn Yk,m :&(f”) + &(f”) is afunction. 
For ease of reference and in order to stress the linear algebra involved, we now unpack 
the implications of Corollary 4.21 for the various cases. Firstly we have: 
Corollary 4.24. Let f : X + X be an arbitrary map of a nilmanifold or n/R solvman- 
ifold. Then for any n, f n is weakly Jiang. 
We will want to know when N( f “) = 0 for maps on these nil and n/R solvmanifolds. 
Lemma 4.25. Zf f : X -+ X is a map of a nilmantfold then N( f “) = 0 i’ the lineariza- 
tion off has an nth root of unity. If f is a map of an NR solvmanifold, then N( f “) = 0 
ifs (on the minimal Mostow jibration for X), either the linearization off has an nth root 
of unity or the linearization of the restriction ft, = f (Fb for any b E @($) has an nth 
root of unity. 
As Corollary 4.21 indicates, for an arbitrary solvmanifold one has to check the Nielsen 
numbers on the fibre for evev periodic point in the base. More explicitly we have: 
Corollary 4.26. Let X be an arbitrary solvmanifold, and f : X + X a map which 
is fibre preserving with respect to a given Mostow jibration. Then f n is weakly Jiang 
provided that one of the following three conditions hold: 
(1) N(f”) = 0, 
(2) for every b E GE(~), N((fn)b) = 0, or 
(3) for evely b E GE(~), N((fn)b) # 0. 
Example 4.27. We construct a solvmanifold as follows. 
Let JR3 = IR* x iR = {(5,/c)}. W e will make use of the following two matrices 
D=[ _: ~1 and X=[ yi _4]. 
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Consider the equivalence relation determined by the relations (2, Ic) g (? + z’, Ic) for z’ E 
2*, and (2, k) Z (Dq(Z), Ic + 9) for 4 E Z. 
Thus 5 = IR3/?’ is a solvmanifold (see [11,17] for more examples of this type of 
construction) with fundamental group the semidirect product (Z x Z) w Z where the 
action of Z on Z* is given by the matrix D. A standard Mostow fibration is T* 3 S 5 
5” where p is projection on the third factor. Since XD = D3X the correspondence 
(?,k) 4 (X(Z),31c) d m uces a well defined fibre preserving map f on this solvmanifold. 
Let {zu,21,. . . , CZ+_-~} denote the fixed points of F equally spaced counterclockwise 
on S’. The generator of 7~1 (S’) in the base acts on the fibre T* via the matrix D. 
Since the f” image of the counterclockwise path from ~0 = (0, 1) to xj crosses ~0 
j times, then the restriction of S” to the fibre over ZC~ has a linearization given by 
DjX”. Because D and X are lower triangular it is not hard to see that N((f”),,) = 
(det(DjX” - I)( = \det(X” - I)\ = iV((f”)Z,) f or every j. Thus when n is even we 
have that N((f”),j) = 0 f or all j and when n is odd N((fn),3) = 2(3” - 1) # 0 for 
all j. Therefore by Lemma 4.25 f” is weakly Jiang for every n. 
We will defer the analogue of Lemma 4.25 until [ 1 l] where we will provide examples 
which require it. 
5. Main results 
This section contains our main results for weakly Jiang maps. For maps that are not 
weakly Jiang see [ 111. Our philosophy is to give formulae for N@,(f) in terms of the 
various N(fm) for mJn. We remind the reader that this represents a great computational 
success since the computation of ordinary Nielsen numbers for all maps on solvman- 
ifolds is a very well understood procedure (see [23]). Once the N@,(f) are known, 
Corollary 4.6 can then be used to find the NP,(f). This section is divided into two parts 
according to whether N(fn) # 0 or not. 
5.1. Weakly Jiang maps when N(f”) # 0 
The following theorem applies to all maps on nil and NR solvmanifolds and most 
maps on other solvmanifolds (see Corollaries 4.5,4.12,4.16,4.24 and 4.26). In particular 
the theorem includes Theorem 1.2 from the introduction as a special case. Note that our 
theorem generalizes the combined results of [ 14, Corollary 4.1 l] and [13, Theorem 3.71, 
designed primarily for tori. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that X has essential torality, and is essentially reducible to the 
GCD. ff f : X + X is such that f’” is weakly Jiang and N(f”) # 0 (i.e., N( f “) = 
R(fn)), then for all mln, 
N%(f) = N(F). 
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Furthermore, in this case Miibius inversion applies to give that for all mln 
NP,(f) = c (-l)#‘N(f”:‘) 
TCP(m) 
where p(m) denotes the set of prime divisors of m and m : r = m &,_ p-‘. 
Proof. The conditions (a) that X is essentially reducible and (b) that N(fn) = R(f”) to- 
gether imply that N(f”) = R(fm) for all min. Thus we need only prove the theorem for 
m = n. From Corollary 4.6 and Proposition 4.17 we have N@,(f) = x,,,#(IE&). 
Define a function 4: U,,, IEC, + &(f”) by d(Cd) = yd,+(C?). This function has 
the specified codomain since R(f”) = N(fn), an I is a bijection since the assignment d ‘t 
ti:f(.fn) + U,,,I-Cn which takes each class to its unique root is a well defined 
inverse to 4 (see Lemma 4.19). The first formula follows. The second formula follows 
from Corollary 4.6 and multiple applications of the first using Proposition 4.23. 0 
We observe that Theorem 5.1 generalizes previous results from [25, Theorems 3.1, 
3.21 for N@,(f) and NE’,(f) on nilmanifolds in a number of ways. Most of those 
results were only estimates, they required that L,,, be injective which we have elimi- 
nated, they worked only on nilmanifolds, and only when a is a power of a prime. In 
contrast, Theorem 5.1 applies to all f and n on all nil and NR solvmanifolds as well 
as arbitrary solvmanifolds when f” is weakly Jiang. By Corollaries 4.24 and 4.26 this 
condition is easily checked. As stated previously, [ 111 will deal with those maps of 
solvmanifolds which are not weakly Jiang. The next corollary which is a very special 
case of Theorem 5.1 emphasizes how we have generalized [25]. For the proof we need 
only to remind the reader (from Section 3 and [ 181) that for nil and NR solvmanifolds 
Nfn) = lL(f”)l. 
Corollary 5.2. Let f : S + S be a map of a nil or NR solvmanifold. If N(fn) # 0, 
then for any m In 
N@,(f) = /W”$ 
If m = pr with p prime, then 
NJ’,(f) = lW”)/ - jW”‘“)l. 
The next result is a computational version of Theorem 5.1. The proof combines The- 
orem 5.1 with Theorem 2.8. 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that 5’ is a nil or solvmanifold and that f : S + 5’ has N( f “) = 
R( f “) as in Theorem 5.1. Let f be the induced map on the base of the Fadell-Husseini 
or Mostow jibration for S. Let < be a set of essential representatives for f” (see just 
prior to Theorem 2.8). Then 
N%(f) = N(f”) = ~N((f”)& 
bEE 
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Furthermore, if S is a nil or an n/R solvmanifold then N@,(f) = N( f”) = 
N(f”)N(f,“) = N@,(f)N@,(fo) where fo denotes the restriction off to a distin- 
guishedfibre over a base point in Q(f). 
With a general solvmanifold, as [18,23] describe, certain gluing data on the Mostow 
fibration for S (which is independent of f) along with the linearizations of f,, and f, are 
adequate for finding the sum of the N( (fn)b). 
Example 5.4 (Baby Nil). This example generalizes and at the same time corrects a num- 
ber of errors in the similar example from [lo]. Let G be the topological group that is 
represented by matrices over the reals of the form 
i 0 1 x 0 1 Y Z 1  . 
The binary operation is matrix multiplication. With this understood, we will represent the 
above matrix by the triple X = (x, y, z). Then the group operation becomes XIX, = 
(21, Yl, a)(Q, Y2, z2) = (21 + 22, Yl + Y2 + x1-72, Zl + 22). 
Let r be the discrete subgroup consisting of those elements of G with integer entries. 
Then M = G/r is a nilmanifold. Note that XtX2X,-‘X,’ = (0, -22.~1 + ztzz,O), and 
it follows that the center of G consists of those matrices of the form (0, y, 0). From the 
sketch proof of Theorem 3.1 we see that the Fadell-Husseini fibration for M has the 
form S’ t M 4 T2 where T2 = S’ x S’ is the two dimensional torus, and p is induced 
by the projection on the “5 and Z” factors. 
From the general theory (see Section 3) the homotopy classes of self maps f on 
M are in one-to-one correspondence with homomorphisms C#J: F -F r on the dis- 
crete subgroup r. We note that a = (l,O, 0), b = (0, l,O), c = (O,O, 1) gener- 
ate r, since (m,p, q) = a”bp- mq~q. So suppose C#J is arbitrary. Then C$ must send 
[r, ~1 = {(O,n, 0) 1 n E Z} to itself. We choose integers at, bt, cl, uz, b2, ~2, and k 
such that 4(u) = (at, bl, cl), 4(c) = (a~, b2, c2), and d(b) = (0, k, 0). It is tedious but 
possible then to check that the necessary and sufficient conditions for C$J to be a homo- 
morphism are that k = alc2 - CQ_CI and alcl = 0 = ~2~2. (Note that bt, bz are arbitrary 
and in fact these have no effect on the Nielsen theory of f. Note also the map given in 
[lo, Example 21 is not a homomorphism.) 
The map f : M -+ M induced by 4 is naturally fibre preserving and the compatibil- 
ity condition mentioned above for CJ~ implies that det(p) = deg(fo) where P denotes 
the linearization of f. By [4], p is orientable and satisfies the conditions for the naive 
product formula (N(fn) = N(fg)N(p) -see Theorem 2.8) so by Theorem 5.3, when 
N(P) # 0, 
N&(f) = N(fn) = /det((F)” - 1) ((deg(fo))n - l)]. 
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As an example suppose that 4: G + G is defined by $(a) = 2a, 4(b) = 6b, and 
4(c) = 3c. Note that deg(fo) = 6 and 
F= 
2 0 
i 1 03. 
Thus N@,(f) = N(f”) = I(1 - 6n)(l - 2”)(1 - 3n)(. As a special case of this, for 
n = 12, we also have from Theorem 5.1 that 
NBz(f) = N(f’*) - N(P) - N(f4) + N(f2) 
= 4,737,215,588,698,939,920. 
An example of Theorems 5.3 and 5.1 where the fibration is nonorientable is the 
following on the Klein bottle (for more details about the Klein bottle and maps thereof 
see [ 12, Example 4.61, [ 1 l] and Example 4.22). 
Example 5.5 (the Klein bottle). Let K* be the Klein bottle, and S’ LS K2 4 5” its 
only Mostow fibration. Given any pair of integers (r, q) for which T is odd, or r is even 
and q = 0, the correspondence (s, t) + (TS, qt) modulo the equivalence relation given 
in Example 4.22 induces a well defined, fibre preserving map (f, J) on K*. Since p 
is the projection on the second factor, the map f is the standard map of degree T, and 
the restriction fo of f to the fibre over the point (0, I} has degree q. We call the map 
f, so defined, the standard map on K* of type (r, q) and, by abuse of notation, write 
f = (r, q). Note that if k is arbitrary, then the maps (r, q) and the maps which take 
(s,t) to (rs, qt + ks) (not (rs + kt,qt) as in [12]) all have the same periodic Nielsen 
theory. This is because for fixed s the map which takes t to qt + ks is homotopic to the 
map which takes t to qt. Thus since the maps (r, q) exhaust all the possibilities for our 
calculations, we need only consider the standard (r, q) maps defined above. 
For the iterates off = (r, q) we have that f” = (rn, qn). We denote the fixed point set 
off”- by @(fn) = {z:j: j = 0, 1, . , Jr% - l(- I}, where ~0 = (0, 1) in 5” = I/[0 N 11, 
and for j # 0 the zzj = j//l - ml consist of points equally spaced on the circle. The 
homotopy types of the maps on the various fibres can be computed as in [ 121 and are 
that (f”)z, has degree (-l)jq”. From the naive addition formula we get that 
N(y) = rfl (I1 - 0 + 11 +qnl). 
Thus 
NV”) = 
Iqn(rn - 1)1 if 4 # 0, 
I(rn - I)1 if q = 0. 
These calculations for N(fn) (which Halpern equated not always correctly with the 
minimum number MGn(f)) agree with those of [7,6] obtained by entirely different 
means. 
Our task now is to determine which of these maps are weakly Jiang so as to apply 
Theorem 5.3. We will use Corollary 4.26, noting that we need to check N((fn),,) 
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for every j. According to that corollary f n is weakly hang provided that either 
N((fn),,) = 0 for all j, or N((f”),,) # 0 f or all j. Since (fn),3 has degree (-l)jq” 
then N((f7L)Z3) = 11 - (-l)jq’“j , so f’” is weakly Jiang for all n iff q # f 1. In partic- 
ular, if q # 311, then for all n N@,,(f) = N(f”). Note that whenever this is this case 
we can also obtain the NP,,(f) f rom Corollary 4.6 by Mobius inversion. 
Remarks 5.6. (i) The cases where q = fl that is, when f” is not weakly Jiang, are 
handled in the sequel [l l] where we show that one can sometimes get the surprising 
result that it is NP,(P) rather than N@, that is equal to N(f”). Thus we will see that 
Halpem’s claim in [7] that M@,(f) = N(S”) f or all maps on the Klein bottle is wrong 
but only in these very few cases. The authors would like to take this opportunity to 
pay tribute to Halpem’s contribution to the study of periodic points. We feel this was 
undervalued by the mathematical community. We are not sure why, but in the past it 
was not apparently fashionable in this subbranch of mathematics to give calculations on 
specific spaces. Halpern’s work on the Klein bottle and especially on tori has (as this 
and many other works on nil and solvmanifolds demonstrate) been the foundation for an 
immense amount of research. 
(ii) The first published work that used nai’ve addition type formulae to calculate the 
ordinary Nielsen numbers of maps on nil and solvmanifolds was that of McCord in 
[20]. The name nai’ve addition formula (see Theorem 2.8) was coined later in [ 121 where 
more general addition formulae were given. However, several years before either of these 
papers, Chengye You remarked to the first author that he felt that Halpem’s calculations 
of N(f”) on the Klein bottle could probably be obtainable by exactly the fibre addition 
method given in the example above. 
5.2. Weakly Jiang maps with N(f’“) = 0 
Theorem 5.1 is not true if N(f’“) = 0 as can be seen from the flip map on S’ . Here 
N(f*) = 0 but there are clearly 2 fixed points of f, and in fact N&(f) = 2. We now 
study how to compute N@,(f) f or weakly Jiang maps when N(fn) = 0. We thus move 
towards the generalization of [ 14, Theorem 4.171 which was intended primarily for tori. 
For a given f : X + X and a fixed natural number n, recall from [ 141 that M(f, n) 
was defined by saying that m E M(f, n) iff m(n, N(f”) # 0 and if rnjlcln with m # k, 
then N(fk) = 0. We correct a minor mistake in [14, Example 4.161 in the next example. 
Example 5.7. Consider a map f : T’ + T2 with linearization 
A= 
. 
Notice that the characteristic polynomial of A is X.4(X) = (X - eini3)(X - eei”13) (the 
e*i71/3 are primitive 6th roots of unity). The characteristic values of A” are e*‘n?r/3. 
Thus, if n = 2P391c, where p, q 3 1 and k is odd and not a multiple of 3, then 6/n so 
N(fn) = 0 and Ill(f, n) = {2Plc, 3”k). 
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The next theorem which generalizes [14, Theorem 4.171 includes all maps on nil and 
niR solvmanifolds (Corollary 4.24), and many maps on other solvmanifolds (Corol- 
lary 4.26). 
Theorem 5.8. Let f : X -S X be a map with X essentially toral, and essentially re- 
ducible to the GCD. Suppose that n is a fixed positive integer; and for all m E M( f, n) 
that f m is weakly Jiang. Then 
where t(p) is the greatest common divisor of all elements of p. Furthermore, Miibius 
inversion of Corollary 4.6 can be used to obtain the NP,(f). 
In Section 4 we outlined all the ingredients which will allow for the generalization of 
[14, Theorem 4.171. However, the proof in [14], though conceptually correct, is a mess. 
There are misprints, errors, omissions and a number of confused symbols (e.g., there is 
confusion between orbits and classes). For this reason and completeness we outline a 
comprehensible proof. 
Proof of Theorem 5.8. The general principle of inclusion exclusion states that if A and 
r are finite sets, and r = UiEA ri, then 
#r = C (-l)#p”-% f-pi 
@#@CA 
( > igfi 
Our proof consists of making the appropriate identifications with this formula. (In par- 
ticular we identify A with M(f, n).) 
We start by identifying N@,(f) with #(r), where r is defined below. Let W = 
U,,,VECm(f)) ( see before Proposition 4.17 for notation). From Corollary 4.6 and 
Proposition 4.17 we have that N@,(f) = #(IV). Let E&(f) denote the union of all 
essential geometric classes of f at any level m with m/n. Clearly W 2 E&(f). We 
define an equivalence relation on &C,(f) as follows. We say that A” is equivalent to BS 
iff they have a common irreducible root. Uniqueness of roots from Lemma 4.19 shows 
that this is indeed a well defined equivalence relation. The set of equivalence classes will 
be called trees. Note that each tree has its own unique essential root in W. We denote 
by r the set of all trees in &C,(f). It is evident that the function which takes each tree 
to its unique root is a bijective function from r to W, so N@,(f) = #(r). 
We say that a tree w E r bears m fruit if there is an essential class A” at level m 
with A” E w. For m E M(f, n), let r, be the set of all trees in I’ which bear m fruit. 
We claim that r = UmEM(f,n) r,. Clearly lJmEM(f,n) r,cr.IfwEr,thenwisa 
nonempty tree, and so contains an essential class (in particular an essential root Cd for 
some d/n). The largest multiple of d, say m, for which mln and N(fm) # 0, then belongs 
to M(f, n). Since f” by hypothesis is weakly Jiang and N(f “) # 0 we conclude by 
Proposition 4.23 that fd is weakly Jiang. Thus (change and that) rd,,(Cd) E &(f”), 
SO that w E r,. 
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For each m E hil(f,n), we next identify #(&) with N(f”). Since each essential 
A” in E(f”) belongs to some tree, it is clear that #(rm) < N(fm). However if A”, 
Bm E &(f”) belong to the same tree then they have the same root Cd say. Since 
m E M(f,n) then f” is weakly Jiang, and N(f”) # 0. Thus by Proposition 4.23 
Bm = yd,,(Cd) = A”, and different classes in E(fm) belong to different trees and so 
#(Tm) 3 N(Y), and hence #(rm) = N(f”). 
So it remains only to show that for each ,LL C M(f, n) that #(n,,, r) = N(Pt(p)). 
That is, that nrnEp lY, = rc(p~. To show that FE(~) 5 nmECL r, we must simply show 
that for m E p, any tree bearing t(p) fruit must also bear m fruit. However, this follows 
from Proposition 4.23 after noting that for every m E p, m E M(f, n), f” is weakly 
Jiang and <(p)lrn. For the reverse inclusion we must show that any tree bearing m fruit 
for every m E p must also bear J(p) fruit. Let m E I_L and suppose that w E n,,, I& 
with Cd its unique root. It follows from Proposition 4.23 that fc(fi) is weakly Jiang 
and N(fc(@)) # 0. Then dim for every m E p and so $1<(p). Another application of 
Proposition 4.23 (change now (with t(p) and d then) proves that Yd,c(cL)(Cd) E w so 
w E ~c(~L) as needed. 0 
Example 5.9. Recall the torus Example 5.7. For rr = 27’ x 34 x k with Ic odd and not 
a multiple of 3 we have from Theorem 5.8 and the formula N(f) = IL(f)\ = Ix~(l)l 
that N@,(f) = N(f2”“) + N(f”‘“) - N(f”) = 3 + 4 - 1 = 6. 
We close with a calculation which shows that Theorem 5.8 can be applied to spaces 
other than tori. 
Example 5.10. Let f be as in Example 4.27, and suppose that n = 2’q with q odd, and 
r > 0. Since M(f,r~) = {q}, we have from Theorems 5.8 and 2.8 that 
N@,(f) = N(fq) = N((fq),,,)N(J4) = 2(32y - 1). 
Note that if r = 0, then this result is simply a restatement of Theorem 5.1. In all cases, 
the NP,(j) can be computed from Corollary 4.6 by Mobius inversion. 
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